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Lunch With... Paul French
by Ned Kelly @ Wed, 31 August 2011 14:34

Author of Midnight in Peking aspires to take it to a world audience

"I hadn’t realized when I first looked at the pictures how mutilated she was. She wasn’t just
strangled and dumped somewhere, this was a nasty thing. She was slashed all over and they
ripped her open, stabbed her in the vagina, all that kind of stuff.”

While tucking into a steak, and in his North London accent, Paul French is describing the
murder that was to inspire his latest book Midnight in Peking with enthusiastic horror. “She”
was 19-year-old Pamela Werner, the adopted daughter of a former British Consul, whose body
was found at the bottom of Peking’s ancient Fox Tower in January 1937, the crime big news in
its day, and one which went unsolved with the outbreak of war.

“The really weird bit,” French continues, “was that they had cut her open from sternum to
stomach, and then taken the ribs and broken each one outwards. If you think, a rib is a pretty
strong bone and it bends inwards. Go against the curve of it and break it out, you can’t do it. So
I got in touch with a Home Office pathologist – one of these Silent Witness guys who does
autopsies on murder victims – and I asked him, ‘Have you ever heard of that?’ and he said ‘No.’
I showed him the autopsy, and his argument was that it was frenzied, but it was also the way
you gut an animal. That really freaked me out.”
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It wasn’t the gruesome nature of the crime that first piqued French’s interest, though, but the
murky stories swirling around it. He first encountered the case “reading a really boring
biography of Edgar Snow, and there was this bit when he was living in Peking in 1937 about a
murder a couple of doors down, and his wife being a bit scared, and I thought, ‘That’s quite
interesting.’ Then there was this weird footnote that basically said: ‘A murder happened, it was
never solved, a Scotland Yard detective was brought in to investigate, there was talk of scandal,
a dodgy headmaster, badland criminals and a sex ring.’ I thought, ‘How can you just put that in
a footnote?!’ It shows you how boring academics are – he just carried on wittering on about
what Edgar Snow was doing.”

French knew which story he’d rather pursue, and began doing some research. What he
discovered, he says, was almost too good to be true. “A Scotland Yard detective just happens to
be on the scene. The father is an ex-diplomat and a top scholar, but a really weird, withdrawn
character with all these stories about what he might or might not have done in his past. She was
probably touched up by her headmaster. Then there is this whole badlands area with these
brothels and this multinational sex and procurement ring, and it’s all run by an American
dentist. I mean, who do we like least in the world? Americans and dentists – it’s the worst
combination possible, right?” French laughs, “I think if you did it all as fiction everybody would
think you were over-egging the pudding.”

Midnight in Peking is not fiction, French is at pains to point out, but literary non-fiction. “It’s
written in the style of a novel, with all those techniques – and it’s quite noiry and third person –
but it’s all true. There is no invented dialogue, no invented characters, no invented places; it’s
all footnoted at the back.”

French’s big breakthrough came when he discovered a document that nobody knew existed. “I
thought I had a book which had all this stuff going on but we never solve it, right? The murder
happens in January 1937, but then the Japanese invade and occupy Peking, bomb Shanghai and
then rape Nanjing. It would be Stalin’s thing of one murder is a tragedy, one million is a
statistic. It was like ‘Pamela is the symbol of the descent into barbarism that then becomes total
barbarity and total war.’ I thought I’d do some sort of pompous over-literary ending like that.

“Then I was in the National Archives looking through documents. They’ve got tons of stuff that
isn’t catalogued from the war. I had a box that had been sent from Peking to London in 1943,
signed as received, dumped and forgotten about. Because London was being bombed, we were
fighting the war. It was far from clear if we were going to win the war in 1943, so people
weren’t worrying about what had gone on in Peking in 1937.

“I was going through this stuff and there it was, this 150-page private investigation that the
father had doggedly done throughout the Japanese occupation. And he’d done what the police
hadn’t – paid people for information, all sorts of things. When I took his investigation and cross
referenced it with the official police investigation, the autopsy and newspaper reports, I just
thought ‘I got it, I’ve fucking nailed it.’ Obviously we’re claiming that I solve the murder, but
basically what I’m saying is that I found the lost documents that solved the murder. I think you
can cross reference everything then you can see who did it. Which I do think is kind of a big
thing, and that’s what’s really started this whole ball rolling with the film and everything.

“You get these little eureka moments,” French says. “Another was when I was at the British
Library’s Newspaper Archives and on the front page of one of the newspapers was the story,
and for the first time I saw a picture of her. On the record, once I saw that picture of her, I was
obsessed. Off the record, once I saw she wasn’t a complete pig in knickers, I thought ‘fucking
excellent,’ because if she was a fat little chubster with acne and all the rest of it, it would have
been disaster. But I saw this picture of her and I knew that people were going to look at that
picture and say ‘Wow!’”

French seems to know what sells a story, and isn’t afraid to say it (I ask if I can print his “off the
record” statement – “Print what you like,” comes the reply). Nor does he attempt to hide his
enjoyment of the more sordid, seamier side of the era, so it doesn’t exactly come as a surprise
when, later in the conversation, he tells me that if things had worked out differently he would
have pursued the editorship of a UK tabloid newspaper. He first came to China to study
Mandarin at Fudan University for two years back in 1987, before returning to the UK to do a
master in economics:

“Then I had this little fork in the road moment. I was working for Time Out in London for a bit
and I was offered three jobs: to carry on at Time Out, go and work for the Daily Telegraph on
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their picture desk, which was exciting, or work back in Hong Kong, which would get me into
China. I didn’t know what to do, but I took the China stuff in the end. So that really defined my
career and set me on that path instead of working on tabloids in England. But there was always
a side of me that wanted to be the editor of the Daily Mirror.”

Paul French as Piers Morgan, eh? It wasn’t to be, and he freelanced for The Economist
intelligence unit out East, but “very quickly realized that we could make more money if we just
did our own thing, so we set up {market research company] Access Asia with some friends, and
that’s what I’ve done ever since because it’s been quite lucrative.”

That’s not quite all French has done, having had six books published since 2005, on subjects
ranging from North Korea to China’s expanding wasteline. I suggest that most people would
have been happy to settle with owning a lucrative business. “But I didn’t come here to be a
businessman,” he counters. “I’m pre that generation. I was one of the people who came here
because I was interested in the language and the culture and the history. Work was just for
paying the rent.”

Still, it must take a lot of energy to run a business and have second career as a writer? “Why
not? It’s a lot more interesting. I enjoy it, wandering around, digging stuff up. I enjoy spending
my days writing about China then and China now,” he explains. “The book I did on Carl Crow
[Missouri-born newspaperman, businessman and author who opened the first Western
advertising agency in Shanghai, as well as writing 13 books] is one I like a lot because that was
a guy who came here in 1911 and stayed until 1937, and ran a company but wrote great books.
He did everything; he got out there and mucked about. My business has allowed me to travel
around the country and do what I want, and it’s funded a lifestyle.

“I think it gives you good perspective. My thing is that none of the mistakes anyone is making
now are new. People opened restaurants that lasted two weeks back in the 1930s. And there
were also legendary restaurants that were open all the time. Every scam that anyone thinks is
original here, someone has done before, but we don’t have any collective memory, people are in
and out all the time.”

After the Carl Crow book he wrote Through the Looking Glass: China’s Foreign Journalists from
Opium Wars to Mao, because he wanted to do a history of China from the opium wars to the
present day, but needed a hook, and “journalists are the coolest bunch of people to write about:
they’re drunks, they fuck each other, they have no morals, they’re vain, they’re bitchy, they all
write memoirs,” he says. “What I wanted was the gossip.”

It is clear in conversation that French is incredibly knowledgable across the board, but he sure
does go in for the rascals and the rogues? “Yeah, I like that stuff. There’s a whole white
underclass that existed in China that no one ever writes about because it’s harder to find out
about than it is about the posh people. I want to do a book about Gracie Gale who used to run
all the great brothels down on The Line. That was 1906, when they were trying to shut down all
the white brothels in Shanghai by order of Teddy Roosevelt in the White House. That’s a great
story. As long as there have been foreigners in China, there’s been a white underclass, but
nobody talks about it.”

Beijing is even harder than Shanghai, he says, “They have a different narrative because they
have the Forbidden City and the Drum and Bell Tower and the Summer Palace and all that, so
that whole Beijing badlands area that I talk about, no one is doing any research on it. But yeah, I
like the gangster’s, the shagging, the whorehouses, the badlands. I like all that.”

So does he encounter snobbery from other historians? “Yeah, yeah, yeah – masses. Well I used
to, and I still do a bit. The good historians, the people like Robert Bickers and Francis Wood, like
what you’re doing and embrace it. The minor, perhaps more insecure academics, get very
touchy about it. But I’ve moved on from doing more niche history. I could go on doing books
like I’ve done every few years, that would be fun, but I wanted to write a blockbuster.

“That was a real plan: get a subject that everyone will want to know about; get a publisher that
will really push it. I want a good book about China that is well researched, but that is a cracking
story that gets right out there to a mass audience. I want it to be a movie, I want it to be book
of the week on TV and the radio, I want it to be available in big supermarkets and bookshops.
Just to see if you can do that.”

He may well be on his way there, with a bit of buzz surrounding the rights to the film already.
“When it was floated we immediately had several people jump in on it. The BBC and [another UK
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channel] ITV were interested,” French says. “And apparently the New York office of Penguin got
a call from Oliver Stone’s people. He’s wanted to do a China project for ages, but he hasn’t
been able to find the right thing. He was at a party in Los Angeles and he heard about it and
asked if he could get an advance copy, so an advance copy is with him.”

French says that Penguin want to get enough people interested so they can have an auction. So
who does he want making it? “From my point of view the argument is a simple one, if BBC or ITV
do it, it will probably be done really well and they’ll get a nice little cast of people that I like,
and that will be great except I won’t get a lot of money.” So what if Hollywood come calling? “If
Oliver Stone does it then they’ll fuck it up completely – everyone who is British will suddenly
become American, everyone who’s 50 will suddenly become 30, but I’ll get a shit load of
money. And I won’t have to do anything for it because they’ll pay me to stay away.”

One thing is for certain, French fancies Midnight in Peking is the book that will take him to the
next level. “By this point I know I can write a straight non-fiction book. With this one I’ve gone
and been a bit literary. It’ll be up to everyone who reviews it to see if I’ve pulled it off or not – I
thought I’d set the bar here and reached higher. We’ll wait and see what happens when it goes
out to the world. I think people will like it.”

Read our review of Midnight in Peking right here. And find out more, including this
month's launch at Glamour Bar, visit www.midnightinpeking.com.
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